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Feature transformation and speaker adaptation

ROVER

ASR part

Experiments

-LDA, MLLT, basis fMLLR

Discriminative training and discriminative feature transformation Task description and setup
-boosted MMI and feature-space boosted MMI

A middle-size vocabulary continuous speech recognition task

-Deep neural networks

8 different reverberant environments:

ASR System combination using ROVER4):

-3 rooms with near/far mic settings for SIMulated data

Discriminative training for system combination

-1 room with near/far mic settings for REAL data with noise

-dual system approach
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Speech enhancement

5)

WER [%]

derev improves the performance

-black box optimization of ROVER parameters
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BF improves it further

Speech Enhancement Part

for each environment
Time [s]

Floored ratios r

Estimation of inclination
Inclination ∆r

To estimate RT, floored ratio of Eq.(1)

RT estimation

is calculated for assumed RT

Complementary systems

Floored ratio r

Using these, RT can be estimated
from the floored ratio
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Performance is moderate
Output tendendies are different
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System combination
Parameter

r = ∆r Ta + r0
(B) r increases with Tr
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Signal

- r increases with Tr (actual RT)

f-bMMI(GMM)
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Estimated Tr = a∆r −b

Dereverberated speech

- r increases with Ta (assumed RT)
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SS with Tr

Two obserbations:
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: frame shift

SIM
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(b) Late
reverberation
Reflected sound

Reverberant speech
Estimation process of Tr
SS with different Ta

: sub. param.
: constants

Subspace GMM and DNN
WER [%]

Energy [dB]
(a) Early
reverberation
Direct sound
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Polack model

SAT is unstable
bMMI is effective

Reverberation time Tr
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Best performer is different
D / fs
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}

: weight

MFCC
+LDA+MLLT
+basis fMLLR
bMMI
f-bMMI
+SAT

}

: source signal
: noise signal

Approx. dereverberation formula (1)

basis fMLLR is effective
f-bMMI is effective

: complex conjugate

: direct sound / total

REAL

}

: element-wise multiplication

due to the use of long context

WER [%]

: m-th mic inputs at t-th frame

Instantaneous mixture model
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LDA improves the performance

: short-time Fourier transform

Reverberation model

SIM

Feature transformation and discriminative methods
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xt(m)

SS based derev. with RT estimation
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Estimation of direction of arrival
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DS beamformer with direction of arrival estimation
DS beam former
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REAL

System combination improves the accuracies for all the cases
Proposed method is effective for all the environment
Combination of different types of systems is effective

(A) r increases with Ta

Assumed reverberation time Ta [s]

ASR part
MMI discriminative training of acoustic models
and

Black box optimization on ROVER parameters
Selection of combined system

b-MMI objective function

ROVER parameter
: acoustic scale

: state/phoneme/word accuracy calculated from

: acoustic score with HMM state sequence

the HMM state sequences of

: language model score

: boosting factor

: reference state sequence
: feature vector sequence (T-frame)
,

for a reference

and

100 iterations are enough

Evaluation set

, respectively
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: boosting factor for complementary system

: set of HMM state sequences
which output

WER improves monotonically
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MMI objective function to optimize
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Discriminative training for system combination
Discriminative training principle:
MI between ref., 1-best of base system, and hypotheses of comp. system
Proposed objective function

:

Reference
max. MI

max. MI

Base system

Comp. system
min. MI

: set of model parameters of complementary system to be optimized
: scaling factor
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